The House of Commons
would take a very different view of the purchase price in
a scheme of nationalization to which he was entitled than
a miner or even a cotton broker. We know that miners in
the House will take a very different view of miners' hours
of labour and their reasonable limits than, say, the
members for the dockyard constituencies. The weaker
Cabinet control is, the more we drift back to the system
of which the Private Enclosure Acts of the eighteenth
and nineteenth century are the supreme example. The
American senator is independent of the executive power
in the way some critics in this country think desirable*
It is not, I think, unfair to say that it is exactly that
independence which constitutes the power of those
vocational "lobbies'* which are such a vicious feature
of the American system.
I do not, of course, mean to say that we do not have
our "lobbies'* in this country. The power of the agri-
cultural interests, and of industries like shipping, iron
and steel, textiles, and so on is unquestionable. On the
other side, there is the immense influence of the Trades
Union Congress over the Labour Party. But, given
Cabinet control, the ability of the "lobby" in this country
to dominate the private member is mitigated by two
important factors. It is mitigated by the ability of the
Civil Service to give advice to the minister against the
lobby's urgency; and it is mitigated by the fact that
the member is subject to party control just because
the Cabinet is identical with the party leadership in office.
The oue, on each particular instance, means an indepen-
dent examination of the lobby's plea for assistance. The
other means that a member who surrenders to the lobby
may jeopardize his seat, and a group of members who, by
that surrender, threaten the stability of the Government,
may find themselves staring dissolution in the face,
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